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foreword
The enduring mission of Mosaic is simple yet grand: to provide the young artists
and writers of The Ohio State University with a public medium of expression and to share
the spirit of the undergraduate writing and art communities with the world. Publication in
Mosaic is a first step, not only for the writers and artists who have just embarked on a
lifelong commitment to their mediums of expression, but also for the student editors and
staff members who have had the honor of transforming the best work of their peers into a
publication.
I have been honored to participate in the work of Mosaic as it bas continued to
evolve over the past two years. This year we were proud to expand the forum of
expression by featuring the work of undergraduate artists along with the work of
undergraduate writers at our literature readings. Because of our generous patrons, we
have been ab,le to feature all of the winning artwork in the magazine in color for the first
time in the history of Mosaic.
Thanks is due first and foremost to Arienne McCracken, who bas been the
cornerstone of this organization for many years; and to Karrie Mills, who
bas been a great help in a short amount of time. Thanks also goes to the University
Honors & Scholars Center for making the publication of Mosaic possible. I would like to
personally thank Dr. Albert J. Kuhn, who has been a continual supporter of the magazine.
Thanks to the faculty and graduate staff of the Creative Writing Program, who have been
the valiant mentors of Mosaic's authors and editors for many years. Thanks also to all of
our featured readers and artists, as well as to Professor Stephen Kuusisto, Professor David
Citino, and Professor Stephanie Grant for participating in our third annual Professor and
Protege reading.
Much thanks and praise goes to the Editorial Board of this 24th Volume of
Mosaic, all of whom have gone beyond the call of duty to make this edition of the
magazine spectacular. Their service to the undergraduate art and literature communities
here at Ohio State is to be commended. Thanks also to my Advising Editor and friend ,
Anne Farmakidis, whose knowledge and enthusiasm for Mosa.ic bas been a foremost asset
over the past four years.
With this, I present the 24'h Edition of Mosaic.
Megan Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
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She never really liked Strawberry Pop Tarts before she met him. Typically, she was more of a Cinnamon-Sugar girl - what thi means is, she knows
she shouldn't like them just because he ate them; she just didn't know she liked
Strawberry Pop Tarts until she saw him eating them, and frosted ones for that
matter.
"Pop Tarts are perfect in coffee," he announces, leaning back in his chair.
"It is, after all, a pastry."
And she is in love. Because - because she dips her Pop Tarts in coffee
too. Maybe not Strawberry, but she is willing to let the flavor variation slide.
It all seems real and so very certain.

Sooner or later, he kisses her, something graceful and deep, like a sigh,
like a bend of the knees. She lets herself take the fall - not a euphoric fall like
one would think, but a sleepy, gentle kind of fall which quiets her existence and
finds her, for the first time, absolutely content. She is truly, completely, idiotically happy.
however
We, as readers of stories and livers of lives, know this surely is not going to last.

He chooses the telephone as his mode of destruction. He calls her, tells
her it was "just one of those things." We all know what that means. He breaks
her with it.
Softly, so softly, she hangs up the phone. She scrunches up on the comer
of her bed, small like a girl who does not know how much space she is allowed to
take up in the world.

She hates Pop Tarts.

She's taken to eating Campbell's soup straight from the can, and plays
REM's "Everybody Hurts" in a perpetual loop until her roommate turns off the
stereo. She lays in bed but not sleeping. Lines form to offer condolences, but no
one understands. They are all a little afraid, unsettled at the veracity of her
emotions. She is too. She is an emotional hostage.

This is the part where she gets hurt and hurt. When he is drunk or worried, she is there to offer her warm body, her feminine sympathy. In the morning, he turns away from her kiss as if she had a mouth full of flies. She lets him
not kiss her. She lets him leave without saying a word, again and again.
We await the grand "FUCK OFF!" scene, hope for it, but it never comes.
Let us note, this girl is no heroine. Neither is she stupid. She is in love, which is
just as bad, maybe worse. And nothing can change her reference point. She can
not be the heroine. She can only be herself.

cannot even remember why I ever wore that orange
shirt in public, but we sat the entire evening
in that park---or was it more of a garden?

Months pass, life gets in the way, and now everyone's all excited about
Karin breaking up with Steve. They've all moved on, and it's funny they think
she's moved on right along with them. At least that's what they'd like to think, so
they do. She smiles and laughs and flirts with a guy named Mike over a strawberry milkshake. All this makes her so tired. It's a terrible waste of energy,
telling everyone she no longer thinks about him.

u were standing with your back to a pond,
cooing at some pigeons. I can't remember
whose statue I'm posed in front of
d I will probably never know why he points
his marble finger in whatever direction
it is pointing. You had me hold the starfish
found that afternoon while walking along the beach
and by the degree to which the sun bleached my hair,
I can place us in the latter half of July.

~ini
Life goes on, reports indicate.

eneath the grenadine undersides
of those three clouds, the ruins in the distance
just against the horizon. We eat gouda for dinner
·th crackers and salami. The whole scene
slants a little because you are laughing,
a little bit drunk, and I am trying to keep you
aughing, which explains why I have those
two blue flowers behind my ears and why one
is flattened between these album pages

sittin

on

icnic tabl

e sit with our backs facing the East
the brilliant blues tumble over our heads
smearing down the stretch of world
we are turned towards,

e devour the final moments
sun will bob its head
along the horizon
of what soon will be
a stardust covered midnight.

lipping further from the sky
the sun begins to melt
like a dissolving
butterscotch disc in my mouth,

he cold crippled hand
of evening taps
a finger on my back.
Soon the earth

he day falls
trailing behind hues
of velvet petals
from African violets
that slowly trip
yellows of dusty
pollen and taint
the borders of the asparagus
skyline with a pink
only found in the veins
ofbabies' lips,

• s stoned
and all we squint
to see from hazy,
bloodshot eyes
is the faint flicker
of a light
nd white smoke
pushed from the bottom
of our lungs
billowing its way up to the gods
like a prayer.
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winner of the Kuhn award : fiction kelly

love this place. The smell, like hours of silence and weeks of
rest, is the most comforting one I know. I want to laugh when people complain
of that "Hospital Smell," acting as if it's some kind of horrible odor. I met a
woman in the gift shop last week and she said just that, "I hate the smell in here,
don't you? It's just so depressing." I smiled and nodded, but I didn't mean it.
When I go home at night, leaving you alone in your little room with the funny
moving bed, I relish that smell, that scent. I run to my car and wrench open the
door so I can get inside where the wind can't get at the smell that's hidden in the
folds of my sweater and carry it away. Leaning over to kiss you on the forehead
· in the morning, I can smell it on you too. It's in your hair, your nightgown, your
skin. Emanating, exuding, perfuming, that aroma pervades your whole being. I
find myself wanting to bottle it up, to save it for later when visiting hours are
over and I'm not sure if you still exist.
Sometimes I bring you chocolates. You told me once that if the time ever
came when you couldn't eat chocolate, you'd roll over and die. As you smile at
the red cellophane wrapped box, your hand, white as a coffee filter and just as
thin, reaches out to pat me on the cheek. When I eat a piece though, the candy
tastes fake and almost vicious. "Ha ha," it laughs from inside my mouth, "so
you've admitted defeat." I suddenly realize that a box of chocolates is exactly
what you're supposed to bring sick mothers with wrinkled skin and watery eyes
who are in the hospital and dying. Do you notice me suddenly gagging?
I adore, however, the cafeteria's green Jell-0. I bring mountains of it
back to your room where I sit with a plastic spoon and enjoy each mouthful.
iWhy do I love it? Because it's a part of this place, it's a part of you.

Matthew comes with me every once in a while. I tell him, "Get in the
car, sweetheart, we ' re going to see Grandma," and he just looks at me with fear
in his big eyes. He doesn't love this place the way I do. But still, he comes- he
is too young to refuse. With him on my lap in the chair next to your bed, we read
books and stare at the yellow walls. Some people, like the lady in the gift shop,
might say they' re too overwhelmingly cheerful, but I wouldn't. I think they're
bright and happy and not too much of anything.
Outside the door, I hear nurses wheeling carts lined with medicines up
and down the corridors. I hear doctors' busy footsteps and visitors' hushed
hellos. I hear you breathing; thank God, I hear you breathing. I hear my own
voice talking, and I hear all the words I'm not saying. I hear conversations we
had long ago, and I hear the door slamming every time I got angry. Do you?
I read a book once in which the author wrote, "So it goes" there on the
page every time a person died. So it goes, so it goes. A lot of people died in that
book and I liked that book, but I love this hospital. I love it with everything I've
got inside me, every cell and every organ. I love that every time I walk in the
big glass doors, it means I've made it through yet another night without the
telephone ringing and telling me not to come back. I love that I can just sit here
staring at the walls, staring at you, taking you in just like I'm taking in the smell
of sick old people who have to stay in bed forever, but who at least aren't dead.
They aren't dead; they haven't gone and left their daughters motherless. I love
that I can reach out and touch you any time I want. I love that I can stay here,
hidden and protected, and never having to say, "So it goes" as I get on with my
life.
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watched my friend angie lose her senses
she went from girl to flirt to skirt to floor

war mother

Li

----carried her back in my coat she grew
smaller and smaller until she fit
wrapped up into my breast pocket but
by the time i got her to her bedroom she
was regular size again it was
hard to get her into bed and i wished
that she was small again so
it would be easy to tuck her in but
that is typical of me the selfish one
i have that problem

•Iwatched my friend angie lose her senses
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molly col ord

n aisle seven she shifted
right leg to left, jostling
the two children dangling
from her calves

he slipped the paper
from the shelf, smelled
its pages, chewed its words.

by didn't her children spill

ommy you 're a tree.
Her daughter's face shone
with dried fruit cocktail syrup
under the fluorescent grocery bulbs

he nodded and wondered,
when she had forgotten how to fantasize.

esus' Face Appears in Stain on Michigan Couples Carpet
The words screamed
at her from the magazine rack,
as she line up cans of creamed
com on the conveyor belt.

grape juice apparitions on her floor?
Why wasn't her carpet
a place of pilgrimage?
Or had she been covering
Christ's face with coffee tables
and doormats, because she
was blind to wonder?

he cashier announced her total,
breaking off her thoughts.
She folded them inside her
checkbook, next to her receipt,
reddened at the thought
of someone seeing them.
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don't ask
JO n s.

lathram III

old on Prune,
don't blot out, rub raw and pack yourself like a clam.
Run with your toes
Rub your face against bark,
pull your hair out one strand
at a time, lean close to a tyrant and bite his ear.
old on Prune,
just sink into froth.
Rob moss on your legs, scrape
your knees on cement stretch
your lips out every hour, and
punch yourself in the throat.
ust hold on,
be the girl who rips apart.
Be the girl
who unmakes
perfect right angles.
Hold your cheeks tight,
and be tough.
Be the girl
who laughs at the clever way
words are locked up.

montage

don't tell

ou've got me thinking about personals ads,
lonely couplets, decibels of empty white noise,
the shhh between songs on a record. I picture
you, cloaked in Peter Pan shadows, searchlights
glaring over a tide pool of sweaty, shining faces.
You are standing above them, arms spread
wide like Eva Peron. On a magazine rack
in a bargain store, I almost didn't notice you,
sunk low in a claw-footed bathtub, rhinestones
for water, like your breasts were being kept on ice,
awaiting a transplant. I see you corseted.

l iJn a smile, on your very own network
television special. I imagine your head
on a Pez dispenser, hinged at the back.

t's like going away to camp,
only it's not your parents you miss
it's the city. Standing in the middle
of a field beneath stars that until now
never existed; bare hands, suspended
in January air, grasping a bottle of wine.
Over there sits Venus. The drone
of traffic is gone but it buzzes
in my ears, I still believe I can walk
down the street for cigarettes.

want to write my city:
I miss you City. I think about
you all the time. Please say hello
to Macs Bar and Tastee Pizza. Any power
outages lately? Can't wait to see you . ..
Instead I tilt my head to the highway
of stars, imagine traffic jams
among the constellations.

.
going from san f rancisco
to
rtland, the acific
chad chrnielo

a nge s
e in dean
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r_Qnce we were driving I thought
continuously, one point slipping
into the next as in your dream
where you run from a faceless danger
I •

J.:

to a fourth grade classroom
The desks are nearly too small
to squeeze into. Mary Beth Sanders
is in charge of you. She writes

y our name on the board over
and over, each breath an infraction.
You beg to know what you've done.
You can feel that a television is on.
ontinuing like this each pine tree
must drop millions of needles.
When the moon is right, a certain forest
clearing becomes a ballroom.
e must concentrate
on what distance and dusk
can do to mountain . Stop the car.
That railing, the creases on our hands
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[i- imagme
. the hair of a woman
So long it's knotted with stars
'
Its luminous clouds pulling
Her body through the dark
As she spirals, obedient
To the cadence of galaxies
Who also do not know
How they will die.

color photography
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have only been in love once.
I met him in Brooklyn, during Christmas vacation where we had ridiculous
eye contact that was much more than flirting. It was ancient and primeval. It transcended the pyramids in Egypt. It gave Indian chiefs a reason to trust the enemy. It
· was belief in something more than us.
We didn't talk mu.ch, those first few days. The people I went to New York
with rented a hotel room, and we walked barefoot to Wal-Mart in the snow while
they stayed in the room to drink. We bought cap guns and rolls of paper bullets. He
wordlessly led me to the shoe section and put slippers on our feet for the trip back.
We left without paying.
We dido 't go inside that night until everyone else had passed out. We climbed
over the fence of the miniature golf course next door to the hotel and pretended we
were secret agents with the cap guns. Sparks flew out of miniature c.astles and the
shadow of a Japanese boy darted past a snow-adorned windmill as I turned too late
to see him.
Jonny Bisagni. His name was a poem, and he danced while he escorted me
to the Laundromat.
I did not know him when I brought him back to Columbus, we had only had
a few phone conversations when we decided that he must come and live with me.
He met me in Grand Central Station, we were leaving for Ohio together in three
days. He didn't have a place to live, I only had a donn room. He looked at me shyly,
and I thought, 'I haven't even kissed you yet. '

There is something completely backwards about getting to know a person
after they move in with you. He made his living by selling stolen hip-hop records on
E-bay. He put the account in my name, because our cover would be blown if he
started getting checks in the mail addressed to my dorm room, in his name. Every
day, checks would come and I would sign them over to him. He called me, "Yo,
girlie.... "
"Jon, are you sending the records out?" I am shaking him awake.
"Yo, girlie ... , I'm an asshole!" and he would fall asleep again. Is that a
"no," I wondered?
He would kiss my neck and tell me that my skin tasted beautiful like electrolytes and that he could smell sweet pheromones in my hair, and other things that
every girl wants to hear. He would cry sometimes. If I asked him what was wrong,
he would desperately announce that he was up to no good, and he would cover his
eyes in despair as if it were all over. Late at night, when he was deep in thought, I
would interrupt him. It was a game. I would snap my fingers and he had to say the
sentence that was going through his head at that instant.
"Rapiers are different, but they are still swords and should be treated equally."
I never once thought that he didn't say exactly what he was thinking.
I started getting hate mail and angry phone calls concerning the special edition Beatnuts 7" that had been paid for but not sent out. He fell asleep on my bed
with an Orange Crush that spilled and turned his shirt and my sheets syrupy sweet
and sticky. He relocated to the dry floor while I did laundry. He wanted to have a
band called Bad Karma and make bumper stickers that read, "I drive this car to kill
ants," with the "I" in italics. Well, I was not as sad as I wished I was when he left six
months later to go tour with Phish and sell cheese quesadillas outside in the parkin
lot.

.
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.J Flapper fringed eye
Smile brightened by brown kin
triped tabby cat tyle
Twee bop be Zow.
Duke Ellington moothed trumpet wrinkle .
Scott Joplin a ked piano to yncopate.
Twee bop be Zow.
Glenn Mill r con inced
Men to throw women a kirted confetti.
Twee bop be Zow.
Billie Holiday glittered golden
prinkled in mu ical champagne.
Twee bop be Zow.
Ger hwin ' rumpled finger di per e
Amateur moke of Tin Pan Alley.
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imply e y to troke.
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winner of the Kuhn award :
nonfiction
ncle Charlene,
When you lay dead, cold on your brown floor with your two fists
balled up fighting death; you left u without designating your succes or.
After Faith got up from the kitchen floor, the floor that she fell to and banged
her head on, after Mom stopped saying my brother's not dead... We were all
left alone to wander and moan, left in this place where one year feel like
forty.
To be yo.u ng and black and woman, and have for a hero, you,
Grandmomrny's son with stars for eyes, was more than a blessing. A king in
the family was a great thing. We were a tribe then, sitting around in circles
gathering your wisdom. We wander now in yellow chaos with arms flying,
tempers raging, waiting for one of us to grow into the crown. Our tribe is not
ecure. One-by-one we are walking to neighboring villages, flying to distant
lands earching for the shadow of a king. The first law of thermodynamics
states that energy can only be converted from one state to another but cannot
be created or destroyed. Understanding that gives me hope. Becau e many
are deserting, I have been looking for your wandering atoms e erywhere, and
I am wondering what can I do?
A couple of weeks ago after LaRee's wedding I was joking with
Teddy and Jan. I told them call me Charlene. I guess I was missing your
voice. Missing it and needing someone to pro ide answers for those imple
questions like: Why did Afros go out of tyle? When you died last July, four

I

days after my birthday you ruined my summer. You weren't supposed to die
in summer not when the weather was so red. ot when the que tions were so
blue. Who will stand up in our family and be king? It is noble to think that
someone will grow into the crown, but with everyone afraid to stand in your
shoes .... Uncle Theodus could be king, but his hands are too soft. Uncle Bowie
could be king, but he has retired from Chrysler, Uncle David could be king,
but he has run too long and his heart has grown weak.... And so we are falling
like the ten thousand of Psalms ninety-one. The sword of fowler is slaying us.
What shall we do?
·
When I was a child I knew Uncles were for a pinch, a kiss, a fifty-cent
piece. Uncles were for thunderous applause at the finish of a Thanksgiving
impromtu. You Uncle were for miracles performed in shadows. When
Grandaddy curled up into your mother's arms and blew her his last kiss you
came in like quick, quietly, and slipped Mama a folded hundred-dollar bill, so
the kids can have something nice for Pop's funeral. So when you moved away
to California and Grand.mommy turned her face away from me to wipe her
tear . She turned her face toward east toward God, because you were the son
who grew up her dreams. I saw you. I remember.

assemblin
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winner of the kuhn award :
honorable mention art

Jeremy gra es

the subconscious

a variation of Charles Simic ' s
"Dismantling the Silence "

irst lay a vinyl-covered memory on the table
To serve as its torso.
If the bubble wrap gets in your way,
Squeeze and pop each one
Like so many grapes robbed of their skin.
or the legs grab two spoons
that as a child you used to chew on.
Remember the way the cold, curved bottom
Lined the roof of your mouth,
And how the sides cut your teeth like a wall of tinfoil.
• f you haven't got a pair of matching hourglasses
ou can find two opposing armies
Full of newly recruited ants.
Slip off your socks and let them climb in;
The ants will know where to take her.

oil on canvas/transparency/lights
o not worry about the rest of the procedure.
If she can walk then she can find her heart:
It sits like a forgotten note
On the fourth string of an unplucked guitar
That only she can hear.

winner of the Kuhn award :
honorable mention poetry

t. Charles, Arkansas.
Mama was harvested
For Autumn 's orange moon.
Nineteen seventeen. I
Was sounding out vowels,
Multiplying fours, threes,
Running with cun' Sooty
To, fro ' Smith's Dry Goods store
For liquorice, gumdrops.

Witt, Arkansas.
Papa shot three blue-jays.
Bodies went drop, drop, drop.
Cause Death took our Mama
'
Papa gave Death three more.
Three more, cause greedy Death,
Her plate always have four.

thel, Arkansas.
Mama's dead nipples dripped
Milk. Adeline cried, and reached
For those twin wet breasts.
Fat woman in black, smacked
Her hands no. Papa tongue
Got mad. Let Adeline sip

Patsy s last milk, her flesh
Be like your Eucharist.

t. Charles, Arkansas.
Papa was gathering
Blue for mama's winding
Sheet. Piecing fabric, and
Paper, painting rocks, shells,
Us children, blue. Blue cause
Like the Booby birds of
Galapagos, they were
Simple lovers of blue.

eWitt, Arkansas.

Mama Adeline needs milk
Mama, Papa craves blue,
Mama, I'll clean my room.
Mama.

eas
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burst through the door as quickly as I could and went straight to
the back of the restaurant. Uncle Cho did not miss his opportunity to drill
me. "Jimmy, you not know what it means to work. You think school is excuse
for not helping old Cho?"
I stopped and put my computer on the coat rack and washed my
hands. "I'm sorry, UnCle Cho. I'll finish the rice right now." I did not bother
to say more. He would not be interested in my work in the Ohio State computer lab helping Renee Westfield, who wears blue cashmere and smells like
Gardenias. Out of respect, I would not tell him that he lived too much in the
old country and that I would just as soon throw myself in front of a bus than
work at China Kitchen for the rest of my life.
"Rice all done. You too late." I walked briskly to the kitchen and
threw on an apron. At least I could outpace his steps. I thought helping in the
kitchen might appease him. "Your parents not going to like son with no
responsibility." My parents, fortunately, did not act like Uncle Cho. They
always wanted me to have the freedoms of this country. They made me stay
with Uncle Cho while they returned to Beijing to take care of my grandmother.
He handed me a bamboo spoon, pointed to the large black pan, and
finally left me alone. I lifted the sunflower oil and poured it into the pan. The
yellow oil falling and twisting from the bottle reminded me of Renee's golden
hair. This day she had pulled out her barrette and let her hair drop down on
her shoulders. I had leaned over to point out an error in her calculations and
her floral scents transformed me like plum wine on the Chinese New Year.

"Jimmy, that fire is too high. You already got my dad in an uproar. No
need to do more." I had not noticed the high blaze before me. My cousin Yang
turned the heat down and moved the hot pan. I needed to stop thinking about
Renee.
"Thanks, Yang." Yang was like my uncle in staying with the old ways,
but he did not resent the new world. To him it was a choice of old or new, but
he could not choose one without feeling regret for the other.
"Your studies going well, Jimmy?"
"Yes. Very well. I made the Dean's list. I got an assistance-ship--the
computer lab. That's why I was late."
"What about friends? You have good friends at school?"
I thought about my friend Jesus and his friends. I supposed they were
the closest I had. "Some friends, yes. In fact, Yang, I was hoping you could
close for me tonight so I could meet my friend, Jesus."
"Ah, the American way, come in late and leave early. I see how you
are growing up."
"Yang, now you sound like your father."
"Alright, I will switch if you work Saturday night. But don't tell your
Uncle Cho. He'll accuse me of further corrupting you."
Uncle Cho left around nine after the main dinner rush and I followed
shortly after him. I grabbed my flannel jacket and computer bag and took the
bus a few blocks back towards the campus. I got off at 17th Avenue. The
building was painted white, with black and red dice dancing around

the front and sides. I slowly pulled the door open and eased through, catching my coat on the door jam. A few voices were laughing. I did not recognize
any of them. I got myself free and looked around for Jesus. Smoke filled the
room like the haze that hovers over a rice field. I walked a few steps and felt
someone tugging on my bag. I pulled away and beaded toward the back.
Then I saw the Clydesdale lamp shining on a young Mexican boy with a
pool stick taller than him.
"Glad to see you," I uttered to Jesus.
"Hey, man, you made it," he said, smiling and sticking his hand out
to shake.
"I said .I'd try."
"Yeah, I know. But, ah, never mind."
I looked around and did not see anyone with Jesus. "Where's the
gang?"
"My friends had to go, man." Jesus handed me a stick. I sat my bag
on a chair and hung my coat on the back of it. I picked up the square of blue
chalk and rubbed the end of the cue.
"You wanna break?"
"No, go ahead. I'm a little rusty." Jesus positioned himself in front of
the table and set the ball down. He knelt eye level with the table. He moved
the ball. I tried to remember the moves I had seen during the national championship on TV a few weeks before. I didn't want to embarrass myself in
front of Jesus. He shuffled the stick between his fingers a few times, pulled
back and then struck the ball with a blow. A move that in the next ten minutes would cost him a front tooth. The white mass of marble popped up

and shot sideways across the table. I heard it bounce, but could not folow
it. I wanted to laugh, but I knew Jesus would not like that. I shrugged my
shoulders. "You going to get it?" Jesus stormed in the direction where the
ball had gone, near a group of guys sitting at a small table with many
empty glasses.
A man in a black leather jacket stood up and said, "Looking for
this, Chico?"
Jesus looked up at the man who had the presence of a bear. He
blinked his eyes quickly several times. "Hey, man, I'm sorry. Too much
chalk," he said, showing his hands. He went to grab for the ball, but the
man moved it.
"Not so fast. You been on that table long enough now. Seeing how
you can't play worth a damn, it's time for you to move on."
"We'll let you have it after the next round," Jesus said, going for the
ball. The man pulled his arm back.
"Fine. You keep it. We'll use another one." Jesus started back towards me, but was followed by what looked like an entourage for the latest
wrestling star.
"Jesus," I shouted and raised my eyebrows. He turned around in
time to catch a fist to his stomach, which threw him on top of the table and
rolling over the balls. I ran to the other side to help him off. He pushed me
away and got down. His eyes were little slits and he looked as if he could
spew venom.
"You want the ball, here it is." Then as fast as it left, it returned. I
put my arms over my head. The ball barely missed my left ear, but it

caught Jesus in the chop . He hit the floor. While I was shaking Jesus, one
of the men picked up my bag and took out my computer.
"Weil isn't this nice. A parting present. You depart and we'll take
the present." Jesus jumped off the floor and dove into the man, causing
him to fall backwards. The laptop flew out of bis bands. The man reached
up and hit Jesus square in the mouth and blood spattered out like pieces of
my computer, across the floor. A small man in a white apron ran over and
ordered us all to get. out. The men walked away. laughing. I got Jesus a
napkin for his mouth and picked up as many pieces of the computer as I
could see.
"You okay?"
"Yeah, I'm fine," he muttered. He pulled down the napkin and there
was a hole where a tooth bad once been.
"That's no good."
"Ah, so what," he said, as if that had been little compared to his
pride.
"That was pretty cool of you to jump on that guy. He was a big
dude."
Jesus laughed. "Yeah, well he got me pretty good. Sorry about your
computer, man. Can it be fixed?"
I glanced away from Jesus and looked up a ifl were looking at the
moon. "It's probably okay" I said knowing it would not be. Jesus stood up
and we walked out. "I'm going for something to eat at my Uncle's. You
want to come? You can wa h you mouth out there."
"No, man. I'm gonna head home."

"Okay. Thanks for saving my computer."
"Later, man."
I walked the two blocks to the restaurant. I pulled my hands inside
the sleeves of my flannel coat and tucked them in my pockets. My computer rattled as the bag swayed back and forth while I walked. When I got to
the restaurant, I cupped my hands to my face and looked through the glass
door. I used my key to let myself in. At a booth, I poured out the contents of
my bag and separated the tiny pieces. There were too many to count. It
would be the end of my assistance-ship - and Renee.
A light went on in the kitchen. "Jimmy, that you?"
"Yes. It's me." Yang walked through, wiping his hands on an apron
and turned on a lamp. He looked at the table and slid into the booth. I told
him about Jesus and the bear-man. About how brave he was to stand up to
the guy.
Yang studied the broken computer parts and shook his head back
and forth. "Maybe you should take a course in computer repair."
I laughed at first, but then tears began to flow as full as the Yellow
River and I wondered if my parents were thinking of me here. I could picture them sitting in the topiary garden we visited when I was six and we
went to China. My grandmother was well then. I laid my arms on the table
and rested my head on top of them to hide my face from embarrassment.
Yang stroked my hair and moved it out of my face.
The bell on the front door rang when Uncle Cho walked through.
"You get robbed?" I could not bring myself to lift my head up and tell him.
I i:lid not want to hear his ranting.

"The re taurant' fine. Jimmy just had a little bad luck." He huffied
up to the table. I could not look up at him. He paused for a few minute
fingered the small piece and then went to the kitchen. I thought about
jumping up and running out of the re taurant--out of our world. But my
body wa too tired and I wa not bra e like Je u . I could hear Uncle Cho
banging around in the kitchen--taking hj angui h out on the pots and pan .
After ome time the noi e in the kitchen ubsided and I could hear
Uncle Cho' shuffling footstep returning to the booth. He wa carrying a
tray with a large cerarruc tureen and three bowl . He set the tray down and
erved me, then Yang and him elf. He cooted into the booth next to Yang.
He put his napkin in his collar and looked at me "Fish oup re tore balance." I tared at Uncle Cho. He wa diminutive sitting next to Yang. I
picked up my spoon and ate fa t and heartily, bowl after bowl, until my
body was full and warm with the liquid that held us together.
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molly collord
f oily Collord is a senior majoring in English.

tis

atril cook
want to be a writer someday. I have been interested in "stories"
since childhood. My grandmother used to lay on the sofa, I would
lay my head on her hip and she would tell me stories.

danielle n. bell
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I like for my artwork to be as realistic and close to perfection as
possible. Often, I like to "spice-up" backgrounds on my pieces by
using swift and careless brush strokes with bright and unusual
colors. These two artistic characteristics reflet characteristics of
myself, constantly pursuing tactics of perfection and trying to
distin uish and m st le from "the rest of the crowd."
L-=:~i..::.:::.::...:=.:~~;.:_;:.;;_;~~~~~~~~~-...

joel craig
f ; hese pictures should help remind us of the high level of suffering
and loneliness that exists all around us, every day, on every street
comer; that these are not animals but-human beings with souls that
need help. We should extend our hand, and assist these unfortuante
souls that have taken a wrong turn, for if not, we are the unfortunate
ones. We are the ones that are lonely.
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beth bogdewiecz
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hhe human form has so many possibilities. Not just with skin,
muscles and bones, but with emotions. It is amazing what one
person can express with only their face or their hands. In my photographs I want to capture that beauty, in every angle and every light
and every form. Photography is the one thing in my life that is
totally and absolutley true of myself.
•

chad chmielowicz
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had Chmielowicz will have graduated by the time of publication
and hopefully be on his way to an MFA program. He would like to
thank his family for their support during the last four years. He
would also like to thank Alexa, Rob, Pat, Adam and Chris for good
times and good poetry.

atrick culliton

f

'1 will be graduating in the spring with a B.A. in English. I hope to
attend an M.F.A. program in the upcoming autumn. I would like to
thank my friends and instructors for their continual support and
insight
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erin dean
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like to think of my photography as a way to give others a glimpse
of how I see things. Though literally only a snapshot of my view, it
·s a concrete example of my perception.
'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.. ,

anna dickson
I 'ii: am a second year student at Ohio State, looking to major in com-

kate jones
I am a senior majoring in Art and Technology and will graduate·in:

mercial photograpy. Portrait photography is my preferred subject
matter, and after five years, I've come a long way from where I
started. Freezing a moment of life in a picture is an amazing thing.
Capturing real emotion for one split second and allowing others to
relate to the emotion on their own is phenomenal.
~
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kelly erby
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john s. lathram III

elly is a freshman here at OSU majoring in history and political
science. She .can't remember a time when she didn't write and hopes
she continues to write far into her future.

jeremy graves
I rMy plan is to continue to explore the possibilities of my back-lit

ashley hof fman
I rAshley Hoffman is a second year English major.

Her favorite
number is eight and she loves her friends. She does not believe in
short biographies.

I like to dance.

''

My work introcuces the concept of "Man with Nature" as opposed
to "Man against Nature". By using technology to convey my ideas I
am introducing an evolutionary concept to my art.
_I
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whitney lee

paintings, find ways to improve the technique. By next year I would
like to open a gallery/workspace for artists in my home town of
Chillicothe.

kevin r. hollo
I I am a 21 year old English major.

the spring. Although I use technology as a mediun:i, I often scan
natural objects to create images such as this self-portrait. The
woman and tree in this image were created with rocks and branches
I found in the desert in Utah.
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As a woman and as an artist, I am interested in how images in advertising affect the way real women think and feel about themselves. By
presenting familiar types of images in an unfamiliar way, I hope to
help my audience achieve a greater awareness of the direct relationl
ship between media images and self-perception.

regan manczak
1 ...,,_~.,,.-:--~-:--:----::----.,,------=,--;-:c-:--:----=~----=~--:----,
egan Manczak is a fourth year English major. She's a Columbus
native who loves working with children and hopes to become an
educator. She writes to keep from biting her nails.
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ben valentine

dj phensuvabharp

I
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dabble in what interests me.
I relinquish what bores me.
I pursue what will bring prosperity and happiness.

rod a.sanchez
I W-:::::~:-:::::-:::::r:==:i:~~~~~~~~~~__,
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I am a sophomore English major. I write because I am awake, arid.then I get tired and go to sleep. Writing doesn't come from heart or
brain or soul, it comes from fingers twitching in the dark and eyes
s uintin to see it.

mel vavra
f el Vavra is a junior majoring in English.
erin williams

I
s~ephanie

f
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solace in writing and music. She anxiously awaits graduating from
OSU with a degree in English.

shepard

Stephanie Shepard grew up in Louisiana, lives in Ohio, but her heart
is in New Mexico. She is currently studying literature and creative
writing at The Ohio State University.

sherri soula
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Medieval and Renaissance literature, however I would love to publish children's books for a living. I am engaged and have two cats
while currently residing in Grandview Heights.

gabrielle stephens
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i Erin Williams has lived in Columbus her whole life. She finds

ii
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I was born here, raised here, and eventually want to make my mark
on the world somewhere else. I think I am going to keep doing this
writing thing, see if it gets me anywhere. Thanks to my friends and
family for the much needed push.
·
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jennifer winkeler

I ~am a spirited lady.

I am from southern Illinois (nowhere near
Chicago). If given an hour of free time I would dance or write. I
hope to become a successful writer and actress and to reside in
Seattle.
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